TM

CraftTex offers a unique range of surface protection mats in a range of sizes,
to provide artists and crafters with total surface protection for worktops and tables.
CraftTex mats are perfect for individual crafters, craft groups and creative families.
Total barrier protection from
spillage, stains, dents and damage

Heat resistant up to 212°F (100°C)
for further peace of mind

Table Protector Mat

Tough and durable, with a clear
finish

Sewing Machine Mat

Individual Craft Mat

-

Protects whole table tops
Large coverage area
Strong and durable
Barrier protection against spills
Protects against stains
Heat resistant to 212°F ( 100°C )
Protects from dents and scratches
Anti-slip coating for stability
Crystal clear and unobtrusive
Store templates, patterns, notes
and pictures underneath
- Suitable for a wide range of crafts
- Surface is easy to wipe clean

-

Compact coverage
Can be used on tabletop, tray or lap
Protects against small spills and stains
Can be used as a mixing palette
Protects from heat up to 212°F ( 100°C )
Suitable for a wide range of crafts
Strong and durable
Protects surfaces from dents and
abrasions
- Easy to wipe clean
- Crystal clear material
- Place templates, notes etc underneath

-

The best mat for craft groups,
families and individual crafters who
like to spread out!

Recommended for individual crafters,
portable crafts and for times when
different project techniques and stages
are being completed at the same time.

Use to protect valuable table
tops from dents, scratches and
damage caused by heavy sewing
machines.

Size

Item

Size

20" x 36"
29" x 59"
35" x 71"

FCCE1722RA
FCCE1924RA
FRCRAFT2036RA

17" x 22"
19" x 24"
20" x 36"

FCCE1924RA

19" x 24"
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Made from CraftTex Original Polycarbonate – an
incredibly tough and durable material, which is also
used in the manufacture of aeroplane windscreens

CraftTex polycarbonate mats are fully recyclable.
Manufactured in a plant that uses renewable energy
from an on-site wind turbine and solar farm.

CraftTex is a Floortex Brand
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FRCRAFT2036RA
FRCRAFT2949RA
FRCRAFT3571RA

Size

%

Item

Protective table mat for sewing
Perfect size for sewing machine
Protects tabletop from dents
Store notes & patterns underneath
Suitable for a wide range of crafts
Mat will not curl, crack or scratch
Clear to compliment any surface
Anti-slip coating for stability
Adaptable for use with other crafts

TM

CraftTex offers a unique range of floor protection mats in a range of shapes, sizes and colors.
These provide artists and crafters with total surface protection for carpets and hard flooring.
CraftTex floor protector mats are perfect for individual crafters, groups and creative families.
Tough and durable, with a clear
finish

CraftTex Floor Protector 9Mats

CraftTex Clear Floor Mat

- Unique, eye-catching design
- Total barrier protection against
spills, stains, dirt and damage
- Gripper back for carpet option
- Smooth back option for hard floor
- Choice of colors
- Easy to clean
- Easy to transport
- Non-toxic and phthalate free
- Can also be used as a chair mat

- Unique 9-sided shape offers best area
coverage in a compact mat
- Durable barrier protection against spills,
stains, dirt and damage
- Gripper-back option for carpets
- Smooth-back option for hard floors
- Heat resistant up to 212°F (100°C)
- Available in clear, cerise or blue
- Easy roll surface for caster chairs
- Will not dent, curl, crack or discolor
under normal use

- Durable polycarbonate mat

Perfect for classrooms, kids’ rooms,
studios and art rooms.
Smooth-back can also be used on
tabletops or work surfaces.

A cheerful addition to craft rooms, to
protect carpets and floors from dropped
crafting tools, such as glue guns, and
spillages of craft materials.

Size

Red
Blue

40" x 40"
40" x 40"

Red
Blue

40" x 40"
40" x 40"

Made from CraftTex Phthalate-free
PVC a new, safer PVC which is
also free from toxins including lead,
tin and cadmium

Item

Hard Floor
CC121001009RBL
CC121001009RC
CC121001009R
Carpet
CC111001009RBL
CC111001009RC
CC111001009R

Color

Size

Blue
Cerise
Clear

38" x 39"
38" x 39"
38" x 39"

Blue
Cerise
Clear

38" x 39"
38" x 39"
38" x 39"

Excellent floor protection for craft rooms
and classrooms. Clear and unobtrusive,
protection from craft - related mishaps.
Item

Size

FC128919ER
FC118923ER

35" x 47"
35" x 47"

Made from CraftTex Original Polycarbonate – an
incredibly tough and durable material, which is also
used in the manufacture of aeroplane windscreens
•
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All CraftTex floor protector mats are fully recyclable.
Manufactured in a plant that uses renewable energy from an on-site wind turbine and solar farm.
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Hard Flooor
FC124040PRV
FC124040PBV
Carpet
FC114040PRV
FC114040PBV

Color

AB

Item

- Total barrier protection for hard floors
and carpet
- Crystal clear and unobtrusive, allows
flooring to show through
- Heat resistant up to 212°F (100°C)
- Totally waterproof
- Easy to wipe or mop clean
- Easy-glide surface for chairs
- Total barrier protection against spills,
stains, dirt and damage
- Will not dent, curl, crack or discolor

RE CYCL

Sploshmat

Heat resistant up to 212°F (100°C)
for further peace of mind

%

Total barrier protection from
spillage, stains, dents and damage

TM

Glass Craft Mats

Made from tempered glass for strength, style and practicality.
Reinforced glass has five times
the strength of regular glass.

A perfectly flat and rigid mat with
the smoothest crafting surface.

Top of the range material.
Tough, durable and crystal clear.

- Crystal clear tempered glass

Glaciermat is so versatile, it can be used for a wide variety of crafts:

- Total barrier protection

- The perfect surface for papercutting and all types of papercraft.

- Glacier smooth work surface

- An excellent palette for mixing paint or ink.

- Firm and non-porous

- A heat-protective surface for crafts using a heat gun or glue gun.

- Will not bend, warp or distort

- The smoothest surface for ink rollers, stencils and stamping.

- Scratch-proof

- A cool surface for pastry work, cake decoration and candy making.

- Non-slip silicon feet for stability
Size

CCDE1924G
CCDE2036G

Glass Craft Mat
Glass Craft Mat
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CraftTex glass craft mats are fully recyclable.
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19" x 24"
20"x 36"
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- Easy to transport

Item

%

- Easy to clean

TM

Standing Comfort Mats
Craft comfortably, for longer with a CraftTex luxury anti-fatigue mat
Deep padded anti-fatigue mat
provides exceptional comfort.

- Extra-depth padding
- Anti-fatigue support
- Anti-microbial technology
- Curl-proof bevelled edges
- Anti-slip base
- Woven surface cover
- Range of colors
- Choice of sizes
- Easy to clean

• www.CraftTex.co
• www.floortex.com
CraftTex is a Floortex Brand

Use when standing for long periods
to reduce discomfort and fatigue.

Anti-microbial woven cover
feels soft and warm underfoot.

Use a CraftTex Standing Comfort Mat in the home, at work or in your craft
workshop to help you stand comfortably, for longer.
- Perfect for use when your craft activities require you to stand,
especially if you usually stand on hard floors.
- Helps ease any discomfort in your feet, legs and back you may experience when
standing for long periods.
- The soft surface encourages you to make tiny regular movements which further
reduce fatigue.
- Anti-microbial technology built into the mat protects it from microbial deterioration perfect if you like to craft barefoot or in stockinged feet.
Item

Color

Size

CC1624BLK
CC1624GRY
CC1624RED
CC1624BLU

Black
Gray
Red
Blue

16" x 24"
16" x 24"
16 " x 24"
16" x 24"

CC2032BLK
CC2032GRY
CC2032RED
CC2032BLU

Black
Gray
Red
Blue

20 " x 32"
20" x 32"
20 " x 32"
20" x 32"

